Prometheus Unbound
Prometheus Unbound
Prelude
Act 1, scene i.
A ravine of icy rocks in the Indian Caucasus
Prometheus is still bound to the precipice. Panthea and Ione are seated at his feet.
Ione  Panthea  Prometheus
Earth joins her son Prometheus.
The Phantasm of Jupiter arises.
The Phantasm speaks Prometheus’ long-forgotten curse on Jupiter.
Mercury appears bearing threats of fresh torments.
Mercury disappears.
‘Subtle and fair spirits ascend’.
Act 2, Prelude
Act 2, scene i.
A lovely vale in the Indian Caucasus
Asia (sister of Panthea and Ione, beloved of Prometheus)
Panthea joins her sister.
Asia and Panthea tell each other of their prophetic dreams.
Echoes encourage the sisters to ‘follow’
on their mission of deliverance.
Scene ii.
A pinnacle of rock among mountains
Scene iii.
The Cave of Demogorgon
The Spirit of the Hour appears on a chariot drawn by coursers.
Scene iv.
The top of a snowy mountain
The travellers pause on the mountain.
Act 3, scene i.
Jupiter, enthroned, with other deities.
Demogorgon confronts his father, as history repeats itself.
Scene ii.
Caucasus
Prometheus unbound
Postlude: The Spirit of the Hour
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Prelude

The Open Prison
Prelude: The Open Prison
In short, be sure of this:
all the skills that mortals possess
have been the gift of Prometheus.